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➜ Using Yahoo! Messenger for IM and chat. ➜ Encrypted chat conversations (only
available with SimpLite-Yahoo). ➜ Eavesdropping detection features and a secure chat
interface (only available with SimpLite-Yahoo). ➜ Ability to send attachments with
encrypted file transfers. ➜ Efficient with several Yahoo IM accounts from one
computer. ➜ Unencrypted chat is still available. ➜ Compact and easy to install.
SimpLite Contact Us Help and FAQ SimpLite has been discontinued. SimpLite-Yahoo
is the successor of Simp 1.0. The software can encrypt the communication between the
messenger of your choice and your Yahoo! Messenger. No installation is required and
there is no need for additional software. Q: Is SimpLite-Yahoo only for Yahoo!
Messenger? A: For the moment the software supports only the Yahoo! Messenger
protocol. It is planned to add other popular instant messengers, such as AIM, MSN
Messenger and Google Talk. Q: Will the encryption be compatible with other messaging
tools, such as ICQ, Novell Messenger, Apple iChat? A: SimpLite-Yahoo can encrypt
multiple IMs protocols simultaneously, including Yahoo! Messenger, MSN Messenger,
Google Talk, ICQ, AOL,... Q: Will I be able to send and receive files? A: Yes. Select
"Save to file" and choose a folder in your computer to save it to. The file will be stored
in the folder you chose, encrypted. You will be able to open, read and save it. If your
contacts use SimpLite-Yahoo, the conversations will be encrypted. Q: Can I log my
Yahoo! Messenger activity? A: Yes, by clicking "Log". SimpLite-Yahoo will create a log
file with all your activity on Yahoo! Messenger. If your contacts use SimpLite-Yahoo,
the logs will be encrypted. Q: Can I log multiple Yahoo! Messenger accounts on one
computer? A: No, at the moment SimpLite-Yahoo only supports a single Yahoo!
Messenger account. Q: Does SimpLite-Yahoo require an Internet connection? A: Yes,
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SimpLite-Yahoo is a secure messenger using the Yahoo! Messenger protocol and
communications (but NOT the application). It provides encryption for all Yahoo!
Messenger's protocol for communication from your home or office computer. SimpLiteYahoo supports AES 128, AES 256, RSA 1024, RSA 2048, RSA 4096, and RSA 8192
Encryption Algorithms. SimpLite-Yahoo accepts multiple simultaneous connections to
the Yahoo! Messenger 5.0 protocol, providing a total potential limit of 256 connections.
Yahoo! Messenger Version 5.0 Beta 2 Notes: SimpLite-Yahoo 5.0 Beta 2 features: 5.0
Beta 2 (Build 189) introduces the following changes: - Scheduler changes for enhanced
performance and power savings (Static and Dynamic mode settings are no longer
permanent; accounts that have been set to "permanent", "always" or "never" will need to
be reset. Scheduling will be done before decrypting and transferring new messages; a
notification message will be sent to the user asking if the scheduling should be adjusted
on a manual basis or not. A manual scheduling will switch the accounts to "permanent",
"always" or "never". The user will be able to manually adjust the schedule for every
account at least once per week. - Added support for the long-term releases of Vista and
Windows 7 for the Hosts Explorer. You can use the host's explorer instead of the built-in
one to select an individual folder and save it, much like you can with the previous
version of SimpLite. - Added the ability to disconnect any specific user or the whole
account. - Made the Notify When Sending Multiple Message addresses with Allowed
Users mode button behave as buttons, to avoid confusion between them and the already
present # and : in that mode. - Improved the resource usage on each message to be sent. Removed the Save Log option for windows computers. - Fixed a rare crash when Yahoo!
Messenger has not finished loading. - Fixed a few messages looking like spam in the
inbox. - Fixed a message transfer error in the status bar when using the Hosts Explorer. Fixed a user notification to appear when using the Hosts Explorer. - Reverted the Status
Bar Notify When Sending Multiple Messages addresses back to the old look. - Improved
the error handling in the event a connection time out occurs. - Fixed 09e8f5149f
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SimpLite-Yahoo is the new version of the SimpLite family. SimpLite is the original
predecessor of the SimpLite-Yahoo. SimpLite handles Yahoo and AIM IM services.
SimpLite-Yahoo is the most advanced version of SimpLite and goes for Yahoo!
Messenger. At the same time, SimpLite-Yahoo was designed in order to satisfy the
requirements of professional users: - Microsoft.Net and Mono, and opensource projects
like Pidgin, are easily integrated (only with the source code, not the original binaries).
SimpLite-Yahoo integrates nicely with other Microsoft.Net products: it can handle
multiple IM services, offers the possibility of automatically generating passwords and
can even support the system password dialog. - The GUI looks like Microsoft.Net, in
order to satisfy users from both the.Net and Mono projects. - FTP and MAPI/CalDav
transports are supported. - A pluggable implementation of the XMPP open protocol
allows the use of any compatible XMPP client. - In secure mode, login and authorization
are handled by a Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP). SimpLite-Yahoo can
handle both anonymous and named user bases. - A full blown application logger,
compatible with almost all mainstream loggers (TestAIDE included), can be built. Trusted Connection builds with various authentication methods. - A PKI infrastructure is
built in, compatible with the SDSI-SGX architecture. - There are experimental plugins to
handle OTRS, GnuPG, PGP, X.509 and a list of SSL cryptographic types (X.509 CA
certs, CSR, key pairs, pkcs12 files...) - A dialog to explain bad password handling to the
user - Full featured configuration dialogs - A choice between a clean, uncluttered and
clear interface or a more colourful style with animations and easy to use clicky buttons A User Guide - A package installation script that can be run on most Linux/BSD
distributions. - Able to handle IM services found in your system's library of IM
applications, such as GTalk, Trillian, Yahoo!, AIM, MSN... - A bundled version of the
Universal Profile Library (UPL) - A bundled version of the MS security update tool - A
bundled version of the Disk
What's New in the?

SimpLite-Yahoo is an Open Source Yahoo! Messenger applet wrapper available from
SimpLite is a FREE Yahoo! Messenger applet on your personal computer. It allows you
to access the underlying Yahoo! Messenger library provided by Yahoo! under a freeware
license. The SimpLite library includes a generic client/server interface that is updated
with every new version of the libyelp0 library, powering Yahoo! Messenger on all the
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platforms that libyelp0 supports. SimpLite can display the chat history, chat windows
and buddy list of Yahoo! Messenger and SipLite in the same window. You can switch
between the desktop and the full screen mode with the buttons in the bottom of the
window. SimpLite is FREEWARE SOFTWARE available at the following URL : You
can contact us by e-mail if you have any problem with SimpLite or if you want to
contribute to SimpLite development. Features : - Support for Yahoo! messenger. - Full
screen mode. - Search/Group/Thread search. - E-mail/Contact list & Chat. - Chat
History & Buddy List. - Camera/Video record/send/open. - Chat with Yahoo! Messenger
using the connection of the conversation window of Yahoo! - Follow Buddy List. - Full
support for Yahoo! Messenger 3.6.0, 3.6.01, 3.7.0, 3.7.01, 3.7.1 and 3.8.0. - Full support
for YAPs. - Support for multiple networks. - Login with your Yahoo! ID. - Identify the
user from whom you received a contact. - Supports special characters (American, British
and Canadian). - Supports ICC color and anti-aliasing. - Search history and buddy list in
the same window. - Multiple windows. - High performance. - No memory leak. - Free
download. - Minimal memory usage. - No slowing down of the Yahoo! messenger when
it starts up. - Support for Windows 7 and above. - Support for different languages. - Easy
to use. - No need to download and install other messengers. - Built-in drivers and fonts. Multiple languages support.
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System Requirements For SimpLite-Yahoo:

Windows 7/Vista/XP Intel Core 2 Duo E6600 CPU 1GB RAM 2GB RAM
recommended 1280x720 native resolution Recommended: 4GB RAM Dual NVIDIA
GTX 560 Ti Tested with Battlefield 3 Premium (26 GB installed) The system
requirements listed above are for the game's high settings. Lower your settings and play
around with a higher resolution if you can. When playing the game, you'll notice several
small, random, not-so-large fps drops.
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